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ABSTRACT

Traditional research in philosophy consists for a large part in conceptual analysis and close reading of texts. This is a precise but time-consuming approach, in which the researcher focuses on one particular text passage or one philosophical concept from one or more works of an author. In this paper, we present BolVis, a visualization tool for text-based research in philosophy. BolVis allows researchers to determine quickly which parts of a text corpus are most relevant for their research by performing a semantic similarity search on words, sentences, and passages. It supports activities such as filtering, exploring the semantic context, comparing, performing close reading on selected passages, etc. Our approach enables in-depth analysis of texts at a significantly greater scale than is possible by traditional means, thereby allowing researchers to gain in speed without compromising on precision. We demonstrate the usefulness of BolVis by applying it to a corpus consisting of about 11,000 pages of the writings of the Bohemian polymath Bernard Bolzano (1781–1848). Our use case addresses an open question about Bolzano’s ideas concerning size equality for sets of natural numbers, and we show that the use of BolVis enabled us to find (at least a significant part of) the reason why he came to accept one-to-one correspondence as a sufficient criterion for size equality.

1 INTRODUCTION

Research in philosophy as it is traditionally done consists for a large part in conceptual analysis and close reading of philosophical texts. In this approach, the research focuses on one particular text passage or one philosophical concept from one or more works of an author. Since the texts are extremely complex and conceptually dense, the analysis in question routinely leads to hypotheses about conflicting interpretations of these passages or concepts, which are confirmed or rejected based on interpretation of the text [16]. This approach is generally very time-consuming, and poses severe limitations on the scale at which this type of research can be performed. Typically, only a small corpus is studied [1].

Despite the limitation of scalability, close reading of texts will remain an important research methodology in philosophy. However, we claim that this limitation can be mitigated by the use of computational tools. We present BolVis, a visualization tool which facilitates analysis of texts by philosophy researchers. BolVis allows researchers to determine quickly which parts of the text corpus are most relevant for their research, enabling in-depth analysis of texts at a significantly greater scale than is possible by traditional means.

In this paper, we will demonstrate how BolVis facilitates close reading and how it supports guided discovery. We put BolVis into use to address an open question concerning the ideas of the Bohemian polymath Bernard Bolzano (1781–1848), whose work has been of fundamental importance for the development of Western logic and the foundation of the sciences such as mathematics and computer science [14]. We apply BolVis to a corpus consisting of about 11,000 pages of Bolzano’s writings, including books, manuscripts, and letters. Such a corpus is too large for a philosophy researcher working in isolation to adequately study in its entirety by close reading. The use case that we will describe investigates Bolzano’s ideas about size equality for sets of natural numbers—in particular, how Bolzano during his lifetime changed his ideas on size equality from the classical, Euclidean conception into a conception similar to the contemporary, Cantorian one.

2 RELATED WORK

There are many visualization tools for text analysis that support close and distant reading, see Jänicke et al. [8] for a comprehensive overview. They distinguish between single text analysis, parallel text analysis, and corpus analysis. The tools for single text analysis quite often provide summary visualizations of the text via tag clouds, depict the structure, and have support for close reading via highlighting and visualization of annotations or other additional information. Tools for parallel text analysis display similarities and differences between similar works or passages. Finally, corpus analysis tools produce statistics about the texts in the corpus. In this area, topic model visualization has received much attention (see [4–6, 15], for example). Such systems support distant reading by presenting an overview of the corpora based on text mining techniques and clustering and are therefore less suitable for our needs. Brehmer et al. [3] present an application aimed at investigative journalists, which focuses on exploratory content-based analysis of large document collections. Their approach constructs a hierarchical clustering of all documents based on TF-IDF scores. The clusters are labeled with keywords extracted from these scores. Users can navigate the tree, inspect clusters and individual documents, retrieve documents via keyword search, and they can assign tags to documents. The limitation of their approach is that only keywords can be searched, whereas we require direct search of the full text.

Our approach aims at forming hypotheses about conflicting interpretations of a passage or concept, and hence we require a combination of single text analysis and corpus analysis. There are not many approaches that combine distant and close reading to suit our needs. The Metatation tool [13] bridges the gap between close and distant reading by providing literary analysis experts a system that supports their workflow of reading, annotating, hypothesis generation, and re-reading. While the focus is on supporting the close reading activities, the annotations can be used as distant reading queries to identify relevant connections to other texts in large corpora. Since Metatation was designed for analyzing literary texts and focuses on linguistic features, it cannot be easily adapted or used for our purpose; we focus on what they refer to as active reading.

3 BACKGROUND/REQUIREMENTS

We use a corpus that consists of a substantial part of Bolzano’s complete oeuvre written in German. The corpus includes texts in various genres and from different phases of Bolzano’s thoughts on various topics, including mathematics. All material was originally published as volumes of the modern collection of Bolzano’s writings, the Bernard Bolzano Gesamtausgabe (BGA). The corpus was
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We will briefly discuss the functionality of each component now. This allows users to quickly spot works, or parts of works, which are of interest (et cetera, represented by that list item (filled disc) or not (empty disc). The semantic space in this case accommodates words, words, sentences and passages. This way of searching is different from exact search, which relies heavily on the occurrences of the query terms. As ARIADNE operates on unannotated text, it can work directly with the nineteenth-century German of the Bolzano corpus.

Starting from a query, either a single term, a phrase, or a sentence, ARIADNE returns an ordered list of sentences which are most related to the query, i.e., its closest neighbors in the semantic space (see Figure 1). The semantic space in this case accommodates words, sentences and passages. This way of searching is different from exact search, which relies heavily on the occurrences of the query terms.

We have built a client-server application on top of ARIADNE, making BolVis easily accessible to users via their browser. The user interface consists of four main components, as shown in Figure 3. We will briefly discuss the functionality of each component now, using the situation shown in Figure 3 as a running example.

Users kick off by entering a query. BolVis is aimed at expert users who have a starting point in mind; it does not target supporting exploration without prior knowledge by laymen.

Hierarchy overview. This overview is populated upon submitting the first query. It shows the entire corpus that is loaded, as an expandable list. Top level items are works, below that are chapters, then subchapters or sections, et cetera. Not all works have the same number of levels, BolVis does not impose restrictions on it.

To the left of every list item, we show discs corresponding to the queries entered by the user (in the same order). This set visualization [11] shows if a query result occurs in the work, chapter, et cetera, represented by that list item (filled disc) or not (empty disc). This allows users to quickly spot works, or parts of works, which are of interest (R1 and R2). The overview can be sorted to show items with most hits first (R6). It can additionally be sorted and filtered by year of publication (R6); this metadata is present for most items.

Results list. The passages most closely related to the query are displayed, in order, in the results list. The bucketed score of results is also displayed in 4-part bars. This shows that for example in Figure 1, even though Gott is closely related to both, Abfolge is not related to either.

Results can be filtered to include only those from selected works and/or sections (R6). This allows users to narrow their search scope and focus on a subset of the corpus that has their interest.

Users can mouse over results to reveal three buttons (normally hidden to reduce clutter), as illustrated in Figure 3. From top to bottom, these enable (i) querying for the result, enabling guided discovery; (ii) adding the result to the favorites list (see below), and (iii) viewing the result in the original work, to see it in context (R4).

Favorites list. In order to support R5, users can mark query results as favorites. The interaction with items in this list is the same as for the results list. The favorites can be exported to CSV using the download button, for further processing in another application.

The last requirement BolVis needs to support is R3. This is implemented via a popup menu on the tabs that represent queries, as illustrated in Figure 2. The menu presents a list of semantically close queries, and enables the user to engage in guided discovery.
5 Use Case

Here we describe how BolVis aids in philosophical research, that is, how BolVis can be used in addition to traditional methods (close reading) to answer text-based questions in (the history of) philosophy. Our research question concerns Bolzano’s position within the development of set theory, the current foundational framework for mainstream mathematics. A crucial prerequisite for the development of set theory has been the adoption of one-to-one correspondence as a sufficient criterion for equality of size (according to this criterion, two sets \(A\) and \(B\) are of equal size just in case for every element \(a\) in \(A\) there is one element \(b\) in \(B\), and vice versa). It is known that Bolzano rejected this criterion as sufficient for equality of size for a long time, but at some point in his life he changed his position and embraced it – at least where it comes to sets of natural numbers [12]. However, it is not known exactly why Bolzano came to change his mind on this. To identify Bolzano’s reasons for adopting one-to-one correspondence as a sufficient criterion for equality of size, understanding why Bolzano – who rejected this criterion for so long – came to embrace one-to-one correspondence as a sufficient criterion for equality of size, will help us to evaluate the widespread view that one-to-one correspondence is the only “right” (in the sense of mathematically coherent) criterion for equality of size (see e.g. [7]).

Our research has a traditional starting point: the clearest evidence that Bolzano at some point had adopted one-to-one correspondence as a sufficient criterion for equality of size for sets of natural numbers is a letter which he wrote to a pupil a couple of months before his own death [2, 12]. In this letter, Bolzano rejects a specific argument which he gave in one of his main works – namely, in the Wissenschaftslehre (henceforth, WL), in which he develops a logic which is to serve as a foundation for mathematics. The argument is given in WL §102, so our research starts by analyzing this section, with the aim of understanding what exactly Bolzano in the end, witnessing the letter, came to reject.

Understanding WL §102 is hard, for example because Bolzano uses many technical terms, some of which are currently not commonly used in philosophy or mathematics anymore, and others seem to have (slightly) changed their meanings. Therefore, it is crucial to our aims to clarify the meaning of the terms that Bolzano uses in this section. What Bolzano aims to show in WL §102 we understand from the section’s title: "Keine endliche Menge von Maßen genüget, die Weiten aller Vorstellungen zu messen (No finite set of measures suffices to measure the width of all ideas)". We know what Bolzano means with “ideas”: ideas are abstract objects which are the building blocks of propositions, where the latter are the bearers of truth and falsity and serve as the meanings of sentences (see e.g. WL §48, cfr. [14]). But we are unsure of what exactly he means with “to measure” and the “width” of ideas. We use BolVis to find passages which help us determine the meanings of these (technical) terms, i.e. the way in which they are used by Bolzano in the corpus.

We use BolVis to query “Weite” and see that it occurs in four works, but a closer look at the results reveals that in only two works it is used in the relevant sense – in the other cases, he uses it in a non-technical sense when arguing that a certain definition is too broad. Bolzano introduced the concept in the WL, mentions it once more in the first section of the introduction to the Größenlehre (henceforth GL), and then discards it. Bolzano defines Weite in GL §1 in the following way:

\[\text{Von dem Begriffe der Höhe läßt sich mit Nutzen noch jener der Weite als ein höherer unterscheiden. Unter der Weite einer Vorstellung verstehen wir nämlich eine Größe,}\]
we obtain some sentences of WL §102, some (seemingly) irrelevant want to know whether or not infinite sets can be measured according width of 2, for it refers to two objects: 2 and 3 (WL §117).

We turn to the second term in need of clarification: “to measure” (messen). The fourth result in the query for this term is exactly the title from the section under consideration, WL §102. We click on this result to query this passage and obtain a list of other passages from the corpus that are semantically similar to it. The first three results consist of other sentences from WL §102. Result number 8 is remarkable: it is a sentence from WL §93 saying that infinite sets cannot be measured. The reason this result is remarkable, is that in the body of the section where our research started, WL §102, Bolzano presents a series of infinite sets and talks about their measurement – implying that they can be measured.

Given these two – at least apparently – contradicting passages, we want to know whether or not infinite sets can be measured according to Bolzano. We query “Mengen messen” (sets and to measure) and we obtain some sentences of WL §102, some (seemingly) irrelevant sentences, and several sentences in which Bolzano is talking about comparing (vergleichen) infinite sets with each other. We repeat the search with slightly different query terms: “Mengen Größe” (sets and quantity); again, in almost all sentences that we obtain Bolzano speaks about comparing (Verhältniss, Vergleichung) infinite sets, and in no one of them he speaks about measuring them or about their quantity. We keep in mind that BolVis does not do an exact search, and so there might be passages in which Bolzano does speak about measuring infinite sets which did not turn up in our query results. However, we feel at this point confident enough to suppose that Bolzano held that infinite sets cannot be measured, but that they can merely be compared among each other.

At this point it is a mystery why Bolzano in WL §102 is measuring infinite sets, whereas he generally held that infinite sets cannot be measured. We turn back to WL §102 in order to look for a clue. In this section, Bolzano is considering a series – in modern terminology, a nested sequence – of which the first term is the set of all natural numbers, the second term the set of all squares of natural numbers, the third all fourth powers, and so forth. Bolzano claims that for each term \( j \) of this series, the corresponding set is infinitely larger than the set corresponding to its successor \( j + 1 \) – for example, the set of natural numbers is infinitely larger than the set of squares –, and since this series has infinitely many terms, it proves the claim made in the title of the section: that no finite set of measures suffices to measure the width of all ideas. However, we now recognize that in this argument, Bolzano actually does not measure infinite sets: he bounds the sets by introducing some largest number \( N \) and then shows that for every \( N \) the \( j \)-th set is larger than the \( j + 1 \)-th set; given that, as he argues, we can take this number \( N \) larger and larger, this result must hold in general. In other words, in the argument in WL §102 Bolzano measures – or better: attempts to measure – infinite sets by making them finite.

Bolzano later wrote in the letter to his pupil that he came to see that there are just as many natural numbers as squares, because for every natural number there is a square number (namely, the square of that number), and for every square there is a natural number corresponding to it (namely, its root) – in other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of natural numbers and the set of squares [2]. In that letter, Bolzano explicitly rejects the idea underlying the argument in WL §102, that there are more natural numbers than squares. For, as he writes: “The false result was due to an unjust inference from a finite set of numbers, namely which do not succeed the number \( N \), to all of them” [2]. We now understand what he must have meant: it was a mistake to (attempt to) measure infinite sets by bounding them above. Thus, from our analysis of WL §102 and our discovery that Bolzano held that infinite sets cannot be measured, we may conclude that at least part of the reason that Bolzano came to accept one-to-one correspondence as a sufficient criterion for equality of size is that he came to see that the argument that he gave in WL §102 is false.

6 CONCLUSION

The use case showed that BolVis aids our text-based philosophical research in a substantial way. We used BolVis to quickly find relevant passages for our research and we went back and forth from BolVis to the original text to do our conceptual analysis. In this manner, we discovered the information – that is, that Bolzano held that infinite sets cannot be measured – necessary to answer our research question: to understand why Bolzano later in his life rejected his former position and came to accept one-to-one correspondence as a sufficient criterion for equality of size of sets of natural numbers.

However, to get a grip on exactly how useful BolVis is, and how it can be improved, is not easy. A general problem for philosophers using digital tools such as BolVis is how to evaluate these tools. For example, when presented with the results of a query, it is easy enough to come up with a justification for these results and give a reason why these passages are relevant given the query. But we cannot be certain that BolVis shows everything relevant, nor are we certain that we queried for the right terms, checked enough results, et cetera. It must be acknowledged, however, that such issues also occur in the traditional close reading setting.

Part of the usefulness of BolVis consists in the possibility to visualize results of only a part of the corpus. For example, we can search only in Bolzano’s later, more mature works, or we can investigate what Bolzano writes about infinity in his mathematical works, but not in his religious works. In our use case, ordering the results chronologically made it easy to see that the last time Bolzano used the term “Weite” was in the Größenelehre. Such chronological ordering of the search results fosters new hypotheses (to be addressed in later research): does the disappearance of Weite have something to do with Bolzano’s embracing of one-to-one correspondence?

In this paper, we applied BolVis to the works of only one philosopher: Bernard Bolzano. In the future, we plan to extend this use of BolVis to the works of more than one philosopher. We expect BolVis to be useful also to identify conceptual relations between the works of different philosophers, and to aid in analyzing the development of philosophical and mathematical concepts through history.
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